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Errata


16 February 2011

• Front cover: Read “Alexis Tsoukiàs” instead of “Alexis Tsoukias”.

• Page 382, after the enumerated list. What is said here is incorrect. The assignment procedure described above is not similar to the one used in ELECTRE TRI. This is true for the optimistic procedure of ELECTRE TRI. In the pessimistic procedure, in the case 2 above, the alternative is assigned to $C^l$, as in the optimistic procedure.

• Page 434, col. 1: Merge the two entries for “Barthélémy, J.-P.”.

• Page 434, col. 2: Instead of “Boussou, D.”, read “Bouyssou, D.” and merge this entry with the following one.

• Page 434, col. 2: Merge the two entries for “Clémaco, J. N.”.

• Page 436, col. 2: Merge the two entries for “Ríos-Insua, D.”.

• Page 437, col. 1: Merge the two entries for “Tsoukiàs, A.”.

• Page 437, col. 1: Read “Tsoukiàs, A.” instead of “Tsoukias, A.”, and merge this entry with the preceding one.